2	PERSONNEL OF THE EPISCOPATE
a tenant-in-chief, an entirely different set of qualifications
was sometimes required. It was essential that the bishop
should be utilis regno et regi; alive to the needs of the
kingdom, and prepared on occasion to act as ambassador,
judge, regent, sheriff, or custos of a royal castle. This
necessity was also traditional. Not unprecedented was
Henry Ill's plea in 1237, when he appealed against the
election of Prior Thomas to the Durham see on the ground
that his doubtful loyalty made it inexpedient for the king
to entrust him with the defence of the Palatinate and the
guardianship of its castles,1 A Canterbury monk of the
thirteenth century, detailing customary exceptions to the
person of a bishop-elect, recognized the royal point of view:
* cavendum ne eligendus in aliquo sit reprehensibilis, hoc
est . . . ne sit ignobilis, quia hoc moveret regem et sic
forte curiam; ne sit servilis conditionis ; ne certa ratione
possit allegari inimicus vel suspectus regi: ne possit notari
de avaritia; ne sit supra modum simplex.'a
These conventional requirements must be related to
actual contemporary problems in order to realize what type
of person was needed as bishop in the period 1215-72.
On the ecclesiastical side there was the need for reform and
reorganization, mainly on the lines suggested by the
Lateran Councils of 1179 and 1215, a task requiring the
greatest wisdom and knowledge and persistency; for in
every diocese, custom, ignorance, and indifference stood in
the way. The recruiting and discipline of the clergy were
involved, and the direction of the activities of the friars,
potential assistants in the task. Instruction in doctrine,
in the proper administration of the Sacraments, in new
developments of canon law and its procedure was needed.
Monasteries and secular cathedrals had to be reformed, and
their relation to the bishops adjusted* Vicarages needed to
be founded, the boundaries of parishes and dioceses defined.
The work was almost limitless, and all of it the energetic
bishop should direct. Then over and above local problems,
urgent matters demanded the attention of the episcopate
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